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Sufficient turning space is created for a
hearse or a maintenance vehicle.

Proposed knee rails safety feature,
made out of Timber and steel

Proposed perennial planting with a focus on
native species, to enhance biodiversity and
reduce maintenance requirements.

Proposed self binding gravel paths, 1m and 1.6m
widths, with treated timber kerb. Paths are
reinstated along existing track routes.

To viewing point

Tarmac resurfacing of existing access lane, 2.75m
width to bring a hearse to the Graveyard entrance,
laid on preexisting tarmac path, shown dashed.

Proposed native woodland planting to
enhance the parks biodiversity.

Planting of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris)PsPs
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A

Proposed tarmac path to be resurfaced and standardized to 2.75m
width, gradient to not exceed 1:20 (accessible for all). Laid on
preexisting tarmac path, shown dashed.

Proposed steps to access terrace, concrete
steps 2000x400x150 mm, with handrail.

Proposed new tarmac surface to a
new bicycle parking area. Place for 4
bicycles and information display

Two existing limestone seats to be
retained and placed on level area
with self binding gravel base

Proposed new Play/Seating logs,
perennial planting and native trees. Proposed

Native wildflower meadow

St Patrick's
Avenue
Entrance

Safety rail, made out of
Timber and steel

Proposed tarmac path to be resurfaced
and standardized to 2m width, gradient
to not exceed 1:20 (accessible for all)

Tidy Towns Bee burrow box

Proposed new perennial planting
for welcoming entrance, with a
focus on native species

Proposed new path alignment in order
to facilitate accessible route

Existing Pitch and Putt
course

Existing Pitch and Putt
course

Proposed Shelter for
Pitch and Putt Course
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Motte

Proposed gravel path 1.2m in width, laid
on existing soil without construction of
base or sub base. Without timber kerb

Proposed construction of hardwood stairs with
handrail and landing. To follow existing route with
minimal disturbance. Stairs to be constructed above
ground and can be removed/replaced with ease.

TS067-002

Proposed tarmac path to be resurfaced and standardized
to 2m width, gradient to not exceed 1:20 (accessible for
all). Laid on preexisting tarmac path, shown dashed

Proposed tarmac path to be resurfaced and
standardized to 2m width, gradient exceeds
1:20 (not accessible for all). Laid on
preexisting tarmac path, shown dashed

Proposed log bench, to be placed on top of existing
ground. no foundation necessary

Proposed seating, Hartecast Ivy leaf or similar approved by LA

1.2

Existing undisturbed ground

Proposed 100mm of compacted
clause 804 hardcore, blinded finish

Ballylusk fines 50mm depth, rolled in 2
layers, on 150mm layer of clause 804
graded and compacted hardcore

Proposed geotextile layer

Ground re-profiled with imported topsoil to either side of
path to tie in with existing levels, seeded on completion

Existing undisturbed ground

Sub base
Tarmac

1.76

450mm of high quality
topsoil to BS 3882

1.00

0.75

0.25

50 mm sterilized fine
grade bark mulch eg.

150x50mm treated
timber skirting board

HC2089 Sheffield Cycle
Stand

100 mm thick tarmac base,
see path detail for more info

100 mm sub base, see
path detail for more info

300x300x300mm
Concrete base

Bp

Bp

Proposed dog park

The Hollow
Proposed perimeter fence of 1m tall, chestnut pale
fencing with treated timber skirting board.

Proposed tall treated timber knee rail made
out of treated timber 400hx50w mm.

Proposed self binding golden gravel base,
to be laid on top of existing grade.

Proposed tarmac path to be resurfaced and
standardized to 2m width, gradient to not
exceed 1:20 (accessible for all). Laid on
preexisting tarmac path, shown dashed.

Proposed gate, similar style as chestnut pale
fencing, one of two gates to dog park

Proposed native tree planting to
function as screening of residences

Proposed patch of native tree and shrub planting

2.0
0

1.60

Proposed
Woodland
planting

2.00

To viewing point

Proposed standard information panel to
match, by Castit or similar approved

Proposed finger post sign, by
Castit or similar approved
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Self Binding Gravel 50mm depth, rolled in 2 layers,
on 150mm layer of graded and compacted hardcore

Kerbing, pressure treated larch board 40 x 150mm,
fixed at 1.2 m intervals with 40x40x600mm treated
timber larch stakes fixed with external grade fixings

1.20

0.05
0.15

Existing graded ground

Chestnut Pale Fencing 900m in height,
wired at three points on the pale.

75mm of self binding gravel to be laid on graded ground

0.90

0.10

1.40

300x300x300mm Concrete base

150x50mm treated timber skirting board to inside of fence

Pre treated timber posts of European FSC softwood.
100x100x1400mm

0.02

100mm thick C30/35 concrete with
A393 mesh joints at right angels to
the foot way, at max. 3M.  Each
joint should include a double layer
of roofing felt complying with I.S.
36, for the full depth of the joint.

100mm thick type B granular
material CL804 compacted in
accordance with CL802

2.00

Lines of existing
path, widths vary
throughout the park

1:40 CROSSFALL

Existing graded ground

1:40 CROSSFALL

250x125 Half batter pc kerb
150 TH C20/25 concrete
bedding and backing

Wearing course 50mm asphalt concrete to CL910
& BS 594 laid in accordance with CL901

Road Base 80mm dense Bitumen Macadam 28mm
no. size in accordance withCL903 & BS4987

Sub-base 150mm type B granular material to
CL804 compacted in accordance with CL802
Capping layer, thickness varies
Sub-grade, thickness varies

2.75

Lines of existing tarmac path,
width vary throughout the park

0.90

Ground Profile, average slope 1:2.5

100x100mm pretreated posts at 1.5m
C/C, minimal imbedment of 0.45m
2 No. 150x44mm C16 Stringer each
side
100x44mm C16 Cleat
200x44mm C16 Treads (5mm gap)

75x75mm Handrail post

100x44mm treated timber
handrail

55 wide tread nosing anti-slip,yellow

0.41

0.47

Existing undisturbed ground
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Features

2.1.1 Turning Head for Hearse
A new turning head is proposed for the access lane, this will
allow room for the hearse or maintenance vehicle to turn without
having to access the lawn.

2.1.2 Trees at St John's Famine Graveyard
Two groups of Scots Pine evergreen and Native to Ireland.

2.1.3 Gravel Path through Biodiversity area
Situated just above the entrance of the Graveyard a gravel path
of 1.6m wide is proposed to reinstate an existing informal track,
this path leads to the dog park along a route of interesting
existing biodiversity projects by the Tidy Towns Group.

2.1.4 Safety Rail along Access Lane
The access lane from St Patrick's Avenue to St John's Famine
Graveyard is to be resurfaced and widened to 2.75m, Due to the
steep decline North of the path above the Kickabout area a
safety guard must be installed.

2.1.5 Woodland Planting
Woodland planting will provide shelter, frame views and
increase habitat for local wildlife on the site.

2.1 Access lane to St. John's Famine Graveyard detail

2.3 Detail Motte

2.2 Access lane and kickabout detail

Timber safety rail N2 W5, supplied by HSD Ltd. Or similar approved Scots Pine at St John's Famine Graveyard

Reference photo of proposed woodland planting
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Features

2.2.1 Terrace at Kickabout Area
The kickabout area (27x54m) is proposed to be
leveled and resowed with a new lawn in order to
facilitate play. A Terrace seating area is also created
that can be accessed by concrete steps (see detail
on drawing P528-103), handrail and steps to be built
to building regulation standard.

2.2.2 Native Wildflower Meadow
A Native Wildflower Meadow is proposed stretching
from the entrance at St Patrick's Avenue to meet the
Clanwilliam Rugby Football Club Boundary.

2.2.3 Bicycle Parking and Information
Display
Bicycle parking to accommodate for four Bicycles is
proposed at the St. Patrick's Avenue Entrance to the
park.

2.2.4 Path around Clanwilliam Rugby
Club
Existing deteriorated tar and chip path to be removed,
and a new 1.2m wide self binding gravel path
installed in its place, with treated timber kerbing,
passing points are also included in this path upgrade.

Features

2.3.1 Steps and Handrail
Construction
A timber floating stairs with handrail will be
installed as access to the top of the Motte.
This will reduce erosion and impact on the
heritage site.

2.3.2 Ballylusk Gravel Path
without Kerb
A self binding gravel path without kerb, will
provide a formal circular route on the top
of the Motte.

2.3.3 Log Benches on top of
the Motte
Log benches will provide seating at the top
of the Motte, they are low impact and
informal.

2.4 Dog Park Detail

Chestnut pale fence with kerb Native planting within dog park Reference photo of gravel base dog park

Detail Plan  Scale 1:200

Detail Plan  Scale 1:200

Detail Plan  Scale 1:200 Detail Plan  Scale 1:200

Features

2.4.1 Dog Park
A Dog Park is proposed to allow visitors to have their dog off
lead in a safe space. The dog park will have a self binding
gravel base.

2.4.2 Way Finding Posts
Way finding posts are provided along the accessible path at
every major junction.

2.4.3 Hollow knee rail and information
A treated timber knee rail is to be installed along the path that
functions as a safety feature.

2.2.4 Steeper paths - not accessible for All
The fully accessible route will be clearly signposted and
marked with ground plaques to follow along the route. The
steeper paths will also be resurfaced and at every junction a
plaque will show how you can follow the fully accessible route.

2.2.5 Self Binding gravel path to viewing point
A 1.2m wide self binding gravel path with treated timber
kerbing will bring the visitor up a steeper inclined route to
existing viewing points. With Limestone seats, these will be
retained and look out on the Motte and nearby quarry.

Detail Hardwood Stairs  Scale 1:25

Detail Ballylusk Path without Kerb Scale 1:25

Detail Ballylusk Path with Timber Edge Scale 1:25

Detail Concrete Footpath Scale 1:25

Detail Chestnut Pale Fence Scale 1:25

Detail Tarmac Footpath Scale 1:25

Detail Bicycle Parking Scale 1:25
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